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1.	Introduction. Ecology and Economics as sciences. Their connection and interaction.
-	Ecology is a science of co-operation between organizmes and environment.
-	Economics is a totality of social-economic relations, conditioned by history, which can characterized economical development of society, its basis...=>
-	If we can’t support our legislation of protection of environment,development of this field of state economy on the enough level, we’ll never have high (or enough) developed economics.
Because ‘ab ovo’, in our case,is from the cleanliness and order in all, what is connected with urban places.
2.	2. Real situation, which formed in all Eastern Ukraine and, for example, in Kharkov for young specialists.
-	Each year two hundred (only state order) trained specialists graduated from 20 institutes, which have graduate programs in environmental sciences.
-	Survey of 2005: in Kharkiv academy of Municipal Economy in 1994-2004 25% of young people are unemployed, 40% - worked in the fields related to the environmental Engineering and Management, the rest worked at state (or private) emterprises dealing nothing with the Environment.
-	the most part of students, who is studing now, do not have any ideas where to aply their skills.






1-st step: Promotion (interest young people and investors)
2-nd step: Attract of investitions
3-rd step: Forming budget and cost breakdown.
4-th step: Using of students’ course papers, graduation works in projects. Monitoring and evaluation of them.
5-th step: The most profitable of them put into practice.
5.	Expected results.
-	Elimination of the negative results of human activity(overcover cutting, rubbish, waste)
-	Creation of new ‘rest territories’,utilization of builders’ and other refuse.
-	‘Ecological pathes’ as a support of connection ‘Human-Environment’ in society’s mind.
-	Attraction of young active students and supply graduaters with working places.
The aim of our work was to show possibilities of direct participation of students in projects, which further the development of personality and career.
This, in it’s turn, will gave good push to economical development of different branches:environmental engineering and managment.
We also have tables and schemes, which can present, if you’ll give this opportunity to us. We’ll tell all in details about our project with pleasure.



